Perturbation flexible-body dynamics
Composite beam elements on a moving bodyattached reference frame
FLEXIBLE-BODY DYNAMICS
Linearisation of structural DoF around nonlinear trim configuration η 0 
Rigid-body DoF
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Equation of motion in modal form

Linear (reduced) subsystem
Aeroelastic system for maneuvering aircraft
Linearised UVLM
Small deformations and velocities
Low speed maneuvers Balance aerodynamic states according to input and output energy (using
A u
Balance aerodynamic states according to input and output energy (using controllability and observability Gramians)
Balanced truncation of the aeroelastic system
• Large aerodynamic system ideal for balanced truncation
Few inputs and outputs transmitted by large system (10 4 )
Balance aerodynamic states according to input and output energy (using Balance aerodynamic states according to input and output energy (using controllability and observability Gramians) 
Truncate least controllable and observable states
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Goland wing
Goland wing characteristics
Aspect ratio 3.33
Elastic axis (from le) 33 % Center of gravity (from le) 43 %
• Benchmark for aeroelastic calculations (Goland, 1945) • Relatively stiff and low aspect-ratio wing 
Goland wing
